Once Upon a Time in Mexico
(AKA the Mexico block)

Introduction
This little piece of gabbro offers something that most of the rest
of the Cooleys does not: a reasonable collection of short, steep
ups, and long, pumpy links. The eponymous 7a, Once Upon a
Time in Mexico, is a classic of the area, and worth a visit in its own
right, but the other problems are also worth doing. As an added
bonus, lots of the holds are comfortable, and the rest will become
so if it gets plenty of use. Hence this brief topo.
Directions: The Mexico block is situated a brisk 10 minutes
from the Long Woman’s Grave car park (a short drive up the hill
from the Top garage in Omeath). Follow the trail up the hill
from the car park, across the plateau and up a second rise over
the top of the forest, then break off right down into a small
valley – if you’re lucky you’ll land right on top of the block, if
not you’ll see it from down in the valley.

Note: the landing is pretty good on the whole, but on a fairly steep slope. There are a couple of stakes
in place to secure pads with, so bring about 20 m of rope if you have it. If not, you’re in for some pad
surfing fun.
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1. Antonio Banderas 6c* The short but sweet arête.
2. 7a Weird start at the back of the cave, moving downhill to finish up 1.
3. 6b* The crack via a big drop knee and lock up to the pinchy slot.
4. Once Upon a Time in Mexico 7a*** Classic. Start on the edge of the sloping rock
shelf and follow the lip rightwards all the way to the crack.
5. 4 Start on the good hold under the roof, move to the good hold on the lip, then
on up the groove thing.
6. Project The crack from a sit, probably moving into the big undercut
7. Deya 7b** The logical extension to OUTM, start up 3 and finish as for OUTM.
Also very good
8. Project The perhaps slightly less logical, but longer and harder extension to OUTM.
Start up 1. Starting up 2 would be longer and harder still, but a bit silly.

